Abstract. The plan of the paper is as follows: introduction, section 1 with the data and econometric methodology, section 2 with empirical analysis and the model, and the conclusions. Two independent equations have been estimated. Results show that significant leading time series of sold industrial production are electricity demand in four industrial sectors: production of string mass and paper, cars and metal final goods and production of machines and electric devices.
Introduction
Electric energy is the key production factor in the economy. It is a peculiar resource, which can not be stored. This features of electric energy cause a serious problem of estimation proper amount of electric energy which has to be supplied by producers. The focus of the paper is twofold.
First, it contains an econometric analysis of cyclical fluctuations of electricity demand and sold industrial production in Poland. Second, it presents a model for forecasting fluctuations of sold industrial production on the basis of electricity consumption. Specification of the model will be guided by the Error-Corrected Granger Causality test.
The modelling approach in this paper includes only one explanatory variable electricity demand. This article employes leading indicators forecasting method developed by the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). Leading indicators can be transformed into a forecast for the target variable.
The plan of the paper is as follows: introduction, section 1 with the data and econometric methodology, section 2 with empirical analysis and the model, and the conclusions.
1.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Data
The data used in this study comes from the Polish Bureau of Statistics (GUS) and Polish Energy Market Agency. Databases contain quarterly monthly observations for period from 01 quarter 1994 to 04 quarter 2004. The data are defined in table 1. 
Methodology
It is supposed that the time series contains the random component, the seasonal component, the cyclical component, and the trend. To calculate parameters all the time series must be disaggregated: a) seasonal component and the random component must be eliminated, b) the time series must be detrend to get pure cyclical component.
To eliminate the sesonal and the random component and find the trend-cycle decompositions from the time series the Census X-11 procedure was used. This procedure utilize some principial steps, which are 1 :
1) Adjust data for trading day or holiday differences; 2) Take the resulting data and calculate a 12-month (or four-quarter) moving average; 3) Smooth this series with another moving average, usually over three or five periods; 4) Calculate preliminary sesonal factors as the actual data divided by this twicesmoothed average; 5) Identyfy the outlying values. The default option is to scale their weights from 100% to 0% when σ is between 1,5 and 2,5. Replace these outliers with trend values; 6) Calculate the sesonal factors based on actual data adjusted for outliers divided by smoothed trends; 7) Smooth the existing trend cycle again and recalculate the sesonal factors. In some versions, the length of the moving average chosen is longer if the underlying series has more randomness.
The statistical analysis of time series usually requires them to stationar, which is commonly done by the removal of a stochastic trend. One of the most commonly used detrending methods in recent years is the Hodrick-Prescott Filter. This method involves defining cyclical output y t c as current output y t less a measure of trend output y t g , with trend output being a weighted average of past, current and future observations 2 :
The HP-filter computes a stochastic trend by minimizing the sum of squared deviations of a time series from its trend subject to the constraint that the sum of the squered second differences is not too large 3 
Granger introduced the concept of causality for stationary series in which information about X is expected to affect the conditional distribution of the future values of Y, given the "dependend" variable (Y) and X the "explanatory" variable. The granger test for causuality relies on the estimation of the bivariate auto-regressive models. To test for causality from X to Y, the following model is used 5 :
where μ t is white noise, p is the order of the lag for X and q is the order of the lag for Y. The null hypothesis that X does not Granger-cause Y is that θ j =0 for j=1,2,...q. Thus, a rejection of the null hypothesis indicates that X Granger-causes Y. The next step is the estimation of the regression models. The general regression model can be written as follows 6 :
where Y is the dependend variable, the X k are the independent variables, β 1 is the constant term, or intercept, of the equation, the other β are the parameter estimates for each of the X terms, ε i is the error term, and there are i observations.
EMPIRIAL RESEARCH
To calculate prameters of the econometric model time series were disaggregated. The seasonal and the random component were eliminated which lead to Henderson curve. Finally the trend was removed from Henderson curve. After this author was able to find out pure cyclical fluctuations. 5 Production of the stringy mass, the paper and products from the paper The estimated model is useful for one or two quarter ahead forecasts because of the significant leads of explanatory variables. Very good econometric properties of model (R 2 =0,92) shows that data used in the model was choosen properly and it can be useful for forecasting. Moreover forecasting ability of the model was confirmed by the ex post analysis. This attitde requires some shortening of the significant explanatory varibles time series -the four last observations of quarterly data were removed, after this a new model with the same explanatory variables was estimated: After analysing the figure 4. it is possible to affirm that the ex post model of sold industrial output is very good fiited to the empirical data.
CONCLUSIONS
Two independent equations have been estimated. Results show that siginficant leading time series of sold industrial production are electricity demand in four industrial sectors: production of string mass and paper (leads 4 qaurters), cars and metal final goods(both 2 quarters) and production of machines and electric devices(3 quarters). Other 18 time series turned out to be less efficient for forecasting. The estimated model has very good econometric properties and can produce trustworthy short time forecasts.
